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EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED. 
Since its foundation in the 80s, the 
talented GUADARTE has impres-
sed crowds for its unique designs that 
draw inspirations from different sour-
ces: art,fashion, nature, exotic themes, 
tradition These multiple inspirations 
have resulted in a sophisticated eclec-
ticism that can be easily used to create 
very personalized atmospheres and se-
ttings: classic or contemporary, with all 
the intensity of baroque and the beau-
ty of ancient Roman and Greek art or 
the stream-lined elegance of modern 
trends; warm and relaxed, as in a Sou-
thern hacienda; cosy and refined for 
the most glamorous interiors; and dra-
matic in the outdoors, where art and 

nature fuse in a very singular way.



L U X U R Y  &  S T Y L E



THE CENTURY COLLECTION

Refined, glamorous, exquisitely craf-
ted, fearless and perfectly adaptable to 
match your décor. These are the essen-
tial elements of CENTURY, the new 
collection of high-end furniture that 
subtly mixes contemporary and classic 
styles. Right from the first glance, it’s 
easy to see that CENTURY furniture 
avoids the ordinary in favor of a more 
personal expression. The interior theme 
features plenty of contemporary furni-
ture and lighting yet carries the orna-
mental hallmarks and handcrafted ele-
ments of the classic style. The result is 
fabulously unique with an overall style 
that exudes glamour without sacrificing 
comfort. 



C E N T U R Y  C O L L E C T I O N



The CENTURY inspired sofas and ar-
mchairs can be mixed and matched 
with a set of more classic armchairs and 
decorative elements accentuating the 
glam factor of the scheme. The drama-
tic crystal and bronze chandeliers, avai-
lable in a wide choice of finishes, add an 
aura of romance and style to dining and 
living spaces. Neutral colours can be 
used to keep the ambiences relaxed and 
warm or they can be combined with 
other hues to accentuate contrasts and 
add intrigue. The geometric patterns, 
the natural elements, such as steel, mar-
ble and glass, the precious fabrics and 
velvets, the mirrors, the Baroque-inspi-
red ornaments and the use of contras-
ting colours, such as the neutrals with 
black matt lacquers, keep the scheme 
sophisticated and chic while adding an 
urban vibe to glam ambiences. 



mediterranean 
ceramics



CRAFTSMANSHIP AND DESIGN

The original ceramic handmade in Spain. 
Picking up a centenary legacy and using 
arabians ovens, Guadarte continued 
working the earth, moulding the clay, 
decorating cups and fountains, glacing 
all kind of pots. Plates, tiles, amphoras, 
pieces rescued from the past, new sha-
pes and drawings. 

New designs, looking at yesterday from 
today. With earth, such a earth with the 
hands, but new hands, using brushes, 
we make ceramics, another kind of cera-
mics, the ceramics of Guadarte.
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